
E-Family Journey



Now, at the end of the project, we have this 

strange feeling that our Steps Towards the 

Future can be compared to a trip by train 

or…by plane with several stops!







Life itself is like a train journey: 
we often get on and off, pleasant 

surprises await us in some 
stations, in other we experience 
sadness, but most of the time, 

great challenges await us.



Poland









Poland



When we took the first steps in the project, we met wonderful people 
who became our inseparable friends.









In the Steps 
train there are 
always passengers 
ready to offer help 
to those who need 
it.







Unfortunately, some

got off to certain

stations and left behind

a heartbreaking longing.



We are surprised
that some move to
another wagon and leave
us alone on our journey.

Then we try not to
stay that way. We look
for them through all the
wagons until we find
them.



Unfortunately, some got 
off to certain stations and 
left behind a heartbreaking 
longing.



.
Sometimes we can’t sit next to 

them because the seat is taken.

But it’s ok, this is how a journey is: 

full of challenges, dreams, fantasies, 

hopes, partings.



Greece





















In E-Family Steps we learned that

friends must be kept close until the

end that we should look for the best

in each of us.











We will also 

hesitate and 

there will be 

someone to 

understand us.







The mystery of the Erasmus

journey is given by the fact that our

knowledge is limited and the friends

we travel with will always help us to

discover new things.



Portugal













Certainly, we too will be overwhelmed

with sadness when we finally get off the

train. The break-up will be painful.

We don’t want to give up hope that,

one day in the central station, we will see

you arriving, with different luggage,

different projects.



Romania



























Our 
control 
room 



Joy







Curiosity





What makes us happy is

that we also had our

share in increasing the

luggage of others and

increasing their value.

Experience









Inseparable 
friends



Dreams 
come 
true...



We love you, E-Family Steps!

By Romanian team


